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Timber Press. Paperback. Book Condition: new. BRAND NEW, The Northwest Green Home Primer,
Kathleen O'Brien, Kathleen Smith, Everyone can make green home decisions on a budget with this
inspiring, information-packed guide. Whether you are building, remodeling, buying, or just curious,
here are real-world strategies for getting the greenest results from your budget, with hundreds of
ideas for a home that is built to last, comfortable and healthy, money- and time-saving in the long
term, and kind to the planet. What shade of green is right for you, your resources, schedule, and
setting, and how can you achieve it? What questions should you ask? What approaches and
resources are best for the Northwest? From your home's exterior to its operating systems within,
from siting to interior design, this is the basic training that has given many the confidence to
proceed. Award-winning sustainable design and building consultant and teacher Kathleen O'Brien
and architectural designer and sustainability consultant Kathleen Smith offer their 'top picks' for
each phase. Their perspective is both down-to-earth and cutting edge. They've also each faced their
own green home challenges in a single family house and a duplex, and other case studies show
affordable energy-efficient green homes both old...
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It is fantastic and great. Sure, it is actually play, nonetheless an amazing and interesting literature. I realized this ebook from my dad and i recommended
this pdf to find out.
-- Gunner  La ng-- Gunner  La ng

An incredibly wonderful ebook with lucid and perfect answers. It is writter in easy words instead of di icult to understand. Its been printed in an
exceptionally easy way in fact it is simply following i finished reading this publication in which really modified me, modify the way i think.
-- Mr . K eysha wn Weim a nn-- Mr . K eysha wn Weim a nn
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